Psalm 45 Perfume

“All of thy garments smell of myrrh and aloes and cassia, and of the myrrh palaces whereby they have made thee glad” (Psa. 45:8).

Psalm 45—a Messianic psalm—gives us a beautiful word picture of our Lord. If you will read the entire text of Psalm 45, you will see that it is an amazing prophetic foretelling of Jesus. And, now, inspired by this psalm, we have taken the biblical formula of “myrrh and aloes and cassia,” and created this wonderful fragrance into a perfume—the scent of Jesus’ own garments! Bottled in a beautiful glass container, and capped with a royal crown, it is a perfect reminder of our Lord! If you will read the entire text of Psalm 45, you will see that it is an amazing prophetic foreshadowing of Jesus. And, now, inspired by this psalm, we have taken the biblical formula of “myrrh and aloes and cassia,” and created this wonderful perfume—a little bit of the fragrance of heaven—to you. It comes with all our love, and thanks for partnering with us as we take the name of Jesus to the nations through your TBN Family of Networks!

For any pledge

For $25 a Month or $250 One Time

The Resurrection—Russian Icon Reproduction

Another beautiful Russian icon reproduction for you from TBN! Collected over the centuries, Russian icons depict scenes from the Bible in brilliantly colored paintings called icons. These paintings were displayed in churches, monasteries, and homes throughout Russia. This reproduction of a magnificent 19th century icon shows Jesus—resurrected in His glory—standing on the empty tomb with His hands outstretched in blessing, while two angels kneel in adoration and worship at His feet. This unique piece of art has been reproduced and placed in a golden frame just for you, our TBN family.

Your Praise-A-Thon pledge in the amount shown above will bring you the glorious depiction of the power and majesty of the Resurrection. Enjoy this Easter season and throughout the year. It comes to you this glorious depiction of the power and majesty of the Resurrection. Sowing and Reaping Around the World

The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life, and he who wins souls is wise. “—Proverbs 11:30

Dad and Mom planted the seeds of Christian television all over the world, and it’s amazing to see the fruit of His grace coming out of TBN’s broadcast. In the story of Finland.

In 1988, TBN was 15 years old, and Paul Crouch looked for every opportunity to take the gospel to the ends of the earth through television. In November of that year Paul and Jan hosted Hannu Haukka, a Finnish evangelist, on the program and “on the air” pledged financial support from TBN. Paul responded immediately to the open door Paul and Jan hosted Hannu Haukka, a Finish evangelist, on the program and “on the air” pledged financial support from TBN. Paul responded immediately to the open door Paul and Jan hosted Hannu Haukka, a Finish evangelist, on the program and “on the air” pledged financial support from TBN. Paul responded immediately to the open door

In late 2013 we were able to renew our acquaintance with Hannu Haukka, and there was immediate fruit — Hannu

Over the next 3 years TBN gave significantly to Alfa TV after first taping together. In 2014, Alfa TV broadcast Alfa TV in the area of this world. He loves them too, and He wants to reach them. He wants to reach them. And we’re going to have the gospel and Christian television there also.”

In 2013, TBN gave significantly to Alfa TV, and there was immediate fruit — Hannu

In 1988, TBN was 15 years old, and Paul Crouch looked for every opportunity to take the gospel to the ends of the earth through television. In November of that year Paul and Jan hosted Hannu Haukka, a Finish evangelist, on the program and “on the air” pledged financial support from TBN. Paul responded immediately to the open door

In 1988, TBN was 15 years old, and Paul Crouch looked for every opportunity to take the gospel to the ends of the earth through television. In November of that year Paul and Jan hosted Hannu Haukka, a Finish evangelist, on the program and “on the air” pledged financial support from TBN. Paul responded immediately to the open door Paul and Jan hosted Hannu Haukka, a Finish evangelist, on the program and “on the air” pledged financial support from TBN. Paul responded immediately to the open door
Join Us for TBN’s Praise-A-Thon
March 30—April 4, 2014

TBN’s Praise-A-Thon is a fundraising event that provides a chance for you to make a difference in spreading the life-changing message of Jesus around the world through the power of television. Your pledge will help support TBN’s mission to share the Good News to every nation. There will be so many exciting ways to support this program, including... • Pledge for Satellite! TBN reaches countless direct-to-home satellite channels feeding tens of millions of households across the U.S. — bringing TBN, the Church Channel, the JUCE youth network, and hundreds of other channels via satellite! • Pledge for iTBN and TBN Mobile! People worldwide can enjoy TBN on-demand service, iTBN! It is available on your computer, smart phone, and tablet, including iPhones, iPads, Android devices, and direct-to-home satellite branch office channels. Please pledge to support this powerful, life-changing program reaching the world! • Pledge for TBN Second Chance! TBN Second Chance is a national ministry that brings TBN’s powerful, life-changing program reaching the world to those who are in need. This program is reaching out to those who are struggling to make ends meet and have nowhere else to go. • Pledge for Programs! The Crouch Family recently donated funds to support the powerful, life-changing program reaching the world! • Pledge for the Holy Land Experience! The Holy Land Experience is a multi-market program reaching the world! The Holy Land Experience is a multi-market program reaching the world! In memory of Paul, TBN’s international headquarters is hosting events and attractions around the world — historic events are reaching the world! The Holy Land Experience is a multi-market program reaching the world! • Pledge for Programs! The Crouch Family recently donated funds to support the powerful, life-changing program reaching the world! • Pledge for Satellite! TBN reaches countless direct-to-home satellite channels feeding tens of millions of households across the U.S. — bringing TBN, the Church Channel, the JUCE youth network, and hundreds of other channels via satellite! • Pledge for iTBN and TBN Mobile! People worldwide can enjoy TBN on-demand service, iTBN! It is available on your computer, smart phone, and tablet, including iPhones, iPads, Android devices, and direct-to-home satellite branch office channels. Please pledge to support this powerful, life-changing program reaching the world! • Pledge for TBN Second Chance! TBN Second Chance is a national ministry that brings TBN’s powerful, life-changing program reaching the world to those who are in need. This program is reaching out to those who are struggling to make ends meet and have nowhere else to go. • Pledge for Programs! The Crouch Family recently donated funds to support the powerful, life-changing program reaching the world! • Pledge for Satellite! TBN reaches countless direct-to-home satellite channels feeding tens of millions of households across the U.S. — bringing TBN, the Church Channel, the JUCE youth network, and hundreds of other channels via satellite! • Pledge for iTBN and TBN Mobile! People worldwide can enjoy TBN on-demand service, iTBN! It is available on your computer, smart phone, and tablet, including iPhones, iPads, Android devices, and direct-to-home satellite branch office channels. Please pledge to support this powerful, life-changing program reaching the world! • Pledge for TBN Second Chance! TBN Second Chance is a national ministry that brings TBN’s powerful, life-changing program reaching the world to those who are in need. This program is reaching out to those who are struggling to make ends meet and have nowhere else to go. • Pledge for Programs! The Crouch Family recently donated funds to support the powerful, life-changing program reaching the world! • Pledge for Satellite! TBN reaches countless direct-to-home satellite channels feeding tens of millions of households across the U.S. — bringing TBN, the Church Channel, the JUCE youth network, and hundreds of other channels via satellite! • Pledge for iTBN and TBN Mobile! People worldwide can enjoy TBN on-demand service, iTBN! It is available on your computer, smart phone, and tablet, including iPhones, iPads, Android devices, and direct-to-home satellite branch office channels. Please pledge to support this powerful, life-changing program reaching the world!

Holy Land Experience Awarded 2013 Brass Ring Award
The Holy Land Experience is an immersive theme park in Kissimmee, Florida that brings ancient Bible stories to life in a cutting-edge, modern approach. The park is not only a place to experience the real-life sights and sounds of the Holy Land, but also a place to connect with the Bible in a deeper, more meaningful way. The Holy Land Experience is a must-see attraction for families and groups from around the world and around the country! The park has been awarded numerous awards for its excellence in the industry, including the 2013 Brass Ring Award. The award is given to the most innovative and creative theme park in the world, and it is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the park’s staff and volunteers. The park has received numerous awards for its excellence in the industry, including the 2013 Brass Ring Award. The award is given to the most innovative and creative theme park in the world, and it is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the park’s staff and volunteers. The park is not only a place to experience the real-life sights and sounds of the Holy Land, but also a place to connect with the Bible in a deeper, more meaningful way.

Pledge for Satellite!
TBN reaches countless direct-to-home satellite channels feeding tens of millions of households across the U.S. — bringing TBN, the Church Channel, the JUCE youth network, and hundreds of other channels via satellite! People worldwide can enjoy TBN on-demand service, iTBN! It is available on your computer, smart phone, and tablet, including iPhones, iPads, Android devices, and direct-to-home satellite branch office channels. Please pledge to support this powerful, life-changing program reaching the world!

Pledge for iTBN and TBN Mobile!
People worldwide can enjoy TBN on-demand service, iTBN! It is available on your computer, smart phone, and tablet, including iPhones, iPads, Android devices, and direct-to-home satellite branch office channels. Please pledge to support this powerful, life-changing program reaching the world!

Pledge for TBN Second Chance!
TBN Second Chance is a national ministry that brings TBN’s powerful, life-changing program reaching the world to those who are in need. This program is reaching out to those who are struggling to make ends meet and have nowhere else to go. Please pledge to support this powerful, life-changing program reaching the world!

For more information go to www.tbn.org/pledge-tbn.

The Holy Land Experience is an immersive theme park in Kissimmee, Florida that brings ancient Bible stories to life in a cutting-edge, modern approach. The park is not only a place to experience the real-life sights and sounds of the Holy Land, but also a place to connect with the Bible in a deeper, more meaningful way. The park has been awarded numerous awards for its excellence in the industry, including the 2013 Brass Ring Award. The award is given to the most innovative and creative theme park in the world, and it is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the park’s staff and volunteers. The park is not only a place to experience the real-life sights and sounds of the Holy Land, but also a place to connect with the Bible in a deeper, more meaningful way.
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